Catch me if you can--the use of image guidance in the radiotherapy of an unusual case of esophageal cancer.
Despite maximum therapy the prognosis of esophageal carcinoma still remains extremely poor. New treatment strategies including improved radiation therapy techniques promise better outcome by improving local control through precise dose delivery due to higher conformality. A 62-year-old patient with locally advanced carcinoma of the gastroesophageal junction underwent definitive radiochemotherapy with intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT). On positioning control with the in-room CT, the distal esophagus, and hence the tumor, was found to be highly mobile exhibiting changes in position of up to 4 cm from fraction to fraction. IMRT plans were created for various positions establishing a plan library to choose from as appropriate. CT scans were performed prior to each treatment fraction to clarify esophagus position in order to choose the adequate treatment plan. Image guidance was crucial in this unusual case of esophageal carcinoma. Without the information from position control CTs, the tumor would have received only about half the prescribed dose due to variations in position. For this specific case, in-room CT scans are probably superior to kilo- or megavoltage CTs due to the higher soft-tissue contrast enabling detection of positioning variation of the organ and offering the possibility to use the CT for treatment planning.